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Coping through play

Play provides a supportive context to help children cope with stress

Research shows a link between play and children’s ability to understand and cope with the demands of their environment, respond to challenges with creative problem solving, and manage their anxiety in stressful situations. Increasing spaces and opportunities for quality play in children’s daily life and contexts—at home, in school, and in public areas—provides them with ways to channel negative emotions and practice strategies to overcome stress.

Play is a powerful experience for developing self-regulation, a central ability in children’s coping with stress

Play interactions and playful learning activities, such as sociodramatic play and storytelling/story-acting, increase positive feelings and promote the cognitive skills that are critical in managing emotional and behavioral responses integral to learning and managing stress.
Play supports children exposed to severe and prolonged adversity.

Playful experiences and interventions can be an effective way of addressing the needs of children who have experienced abuse, violence, poverty, illness, and other forms of adversity. Creating the community infrastructure and designing culturally responsive play approaches to facilitate children’s learning and development, increases the chances of maintaining children’s health and well-being when faced with adversity.

When combined with adult guidance, the benefits of play are particularly effective in supporting children experiencing adversity

Implementing play interventions that address both adults’ and children’s coping skills can make an important difference in promoting children’s ability to withstand the effects of adversity and supporting caregivers in engaging in responsive interactions with children. This underscores the importance of preserving the ties of children with their significant caregivers and fostering human connections through facilitated playgroups, familial play therapies, and community-based play programs.

Professionals in a variety of settings can employ play to support families undergoing stress and adversity.

Educators, healthcare professionals, child life specialists, social workers, counselors, therapists, and other professionals who interact with children and their families can employ play in their work. This requires offering a variety of play approaches that suit the physical, emotional, and cognitive needs of children; developing protocols and ongoing education/training for professionals to introduce playful practices; and using non-traditional areas, like waiting rooms or school hallways, to promote playful interactions. This also means that professionals may need to coordinate with different systems of care depending on children’s and families’ needs and experiences.
A robust body of literature demonstrates the negative impact of toxic stress on children’s well-being, and the critical role that protective factors, including strong caregiver relationships, can have in protecting children against the negative effects of persistent stress. Growing evidence suggests that learning through play can uniquely support children in developing the skills they need to cope with stress and anxiety during everyday as well as adverse circumstances. When combined with adult guidance, the benefits of learning through play are particularly powerful in promoting the coping and regulatory abilities that children experiencing chronic illness, poverty, violence, and/or trauma need to continue to thrive and adapt to change in the face of adversity. 

It is important to note that the research on the relationship between play and coping with stress is broad and investigates different forms of play—from free play to guided play to therapeutic play and more—in different contexts and situations. The variety of play forms represented in the literature fall within a spectrum of experiences and practices that support children to learn to cope through play. Thus, in this document, we use play and learning through play interchangeably to refer to playful experiences in which children learn and develop coping skills. As a joyful, actively engaging, meaningful, iterative, and socially interactive experience, learning through play provides a supportive context to help children learn to engage with others and their environment, and this seems particularly important when children are faced with stress in daily as well as adverse circumstances.

The role of play in promoting coping strategies and self-regulation in everyday circumstances

Coping refers to the cognitive and behavioral strategies children employ to control their emotions and behaviors and meet the demands of their environment. When faced with stress in everyday situations, children can turn to play as a way of expressing their negative feelings and seeking resolution for the cognitive and emotional conflict they are experiencing. Through play, children can explore their thoughts and feelings and consider other possibilities and realities for how to deal with them. For example, in a study looking at drop off time on the first day of preschool—a situation that has been well documented to be stressful for children—high anxiety children who engaged in imaginative play showed reduced levels of stress. Studies also indicate that children themselves recognize play as a strategy for managing their stress, and name it explicitly as an approach they use to reduce negative emotions and stress.
Play promotes self-regulation

Play can especially help children develop self-regulation (i.e., the ability to control impulses, behaviors, and emotions in response to particular situations), which is central in their coping and associated with long-term learning and development. As a naturally interactive experience, playful experiences can help children learn to manage their behaviors and express their emotions productively, problem solve when interacting with others, take others’ perspectives into account, and demonstrate empathy.

In a two-year study implementing the storytelling/story-acting practice developed by Vivian Paley in preschool classrooms serving low-income children, researchers found that children who participated in the intervention had significantly improved capacities for self-regulation and cooperative interactions with other children. Play can also help facilitate social interactions among peers who may otherwise have trouble communicating. For instance, children who experience difficulties with the primary
language spoken in their environment can engage in play as an alternate mode of expression. Thus, the research shows that engaging in playful experiences supports children in learning to respond to difficult situations and build the self-regulation skills that allow them to manage their stress when it comes to their everyday lives.

The role of play in coping with severe and prolonged adversity
Coping strategies are particularly important when children are faced with severe and/or prolonged adversity. As research shows, adversity can get “under the skin” through a number of biological and psychological processes that affect children’s lifelong learning, health, and development. The relationship between play and stress is reciprocal. When children experience increased levels of stress or anxiety, the nature and organization of their playful behaviors are affected, becoming repetitive, less organized, aggressive, and/or linked to the source of stress or trauma previously experienced. At the same time, continued opportunities to play during and after stressful or traumatic experiences can help alleviate children’s levels of stress and strengthen their coping abilities. Studies have shown that free play and guided forms of play, along with play therapy, are effective in addressing the needs of children who have experienced abuse, violence, poverty, and other forms of adversity.

Play in conflict and crisis settings
For refugee children and children exposed to armed conflict, displacement, and related consequences of crisis, such as extreme poverty, physical or emotional abuse and neglect, loss of family members, and lack of normalcy, play experiences serve an adaptive and healing role. When thoughtfully designed to consider the particular needs of children and their families, play serves as a context within which they can develop positive relationships with others and their environment. For example, one study described that refugee children in Beirut who participated in a play intervention aimed at creating a supportive environment through games and dramatic play, developed trusting relationships, regained a sense of autonomy, were able to express their emotions, and exercise self regulation. In another study, researchers investigated the effects of a 10-week intervention that engaged mothers and their young children living under chronic threat of missile attacks in weekly group play sessions. After the intervention, mothers reported changes in their children’s behavior, including more positive moods, increased independence, and fewer tantrums. Researchers also found perceived changes in the behaviors of mothers and their bond with their children, including more focused attention on the child, that persisted at a one-year follow up. In other cases, researchers have found that play approaches adapted to children’s cultural practices, religion, or language, serve as a vehicle to promote refugee children’s positive affect, sense of social inclusion, and belonging while adapting their changing environment. Taken together, the research shows that play can help children cope with past and ongoing trauma of violence and displacement.

Play in health care settings
The benefits of play also extend to other stressful or adverse circumstances. Children undergoing medical procedures for acute or chronic illness face many sources of stress and anxiety. The unfamiliar, sterile medical environment, temporary or ongoing separation from family, the constant interaction with medical professionals, equipment, and information, and pain during and after treatment can all make children feel stressed and afraid. Children going through repeated or lengthy hospital visits or undergoing invasive procedures can experience developmental delays,
anxiety, and a loss of a sense of control or mastery.67,68 Play programming in hospital settings allows children to cope with the negative experiences associated with medical procedures and hospitalization and provides them with a sense of normalcy and control, reduces stress and anxiety about treatment, and improves general mental well-being.69-87

The role of caregivers in learning to copy through play
A critical component of building children’s resilience is the availability of caring adult relationships that can help them cope with the stress associated with adversity.88 As illustrated by research discussed thus far, adults have an important role in helping children develop resilience and cope with stress through play. Starting early in life, children interact with their caregivers through play and learn important self-regulatory skills from these interactions.89,90 As children get older, adults’ play interactions with children continue to strengthen the development of coping strategies and skills that children employ throughout the lifespan.91-93

When confronted with adverse circumstances, caregivers themselves experience stress and anxiety that can affect how responsive they are to the needs of the children in their care. Implementing play interventions that address both caregivers’ and children’s needs can make an important difference in promoting the skills to help children cope with adversity. For example, one study found that participation in a facilitated playgroup helped refugee children and their families to deal with past traumatic experiences and integrate into their new environment. Families found new social networks within the group as well as ongoing emotional support that reduced their stress levels and promoted resilience for both the parents and children. Furthermore, parents learned to interact and support their children through play.94

Similarly, researchers explored the play between mothers and children whose fathers died in the events of September 11, 2001 in the United States.95 During video consultation sessions of play interactions, therapists helped mothers understand their children’s experiences of loss and grief and adjust their responses to their children during play. After several years of the intervention, mothers were better able to scaffold and remain flexible during play, resulting in children’s more emotionally rich, less aggressive and less repetitive pretend play. Overall, the child-mother dyadic relationship during play fostered more expression between the mother and child. In another study, researchers investigated the effects of a play-based intervention that involved filial therapy with parents and an adapted form of filial therapy with teachers. Results showed that the play intervention served to prevent problem behaviors in participating students. The children in the treatment group showed fewer aggressive, hyperactive, anxious, and depressive behaviors following the intervention period compared to the control group, and parents who participated in the therapy reported they felt more competent and assured in their parenting.96 Like the examples described, evidence suggests a mutually beneficial impact of play-based approaches for caregivers and their children.97-99

The role of professionals in coping through play
In addition to parents and families, teachers and other professionals in schools can help support children’s coping with adversity through play. As places that offer physical safety and psychosocial support, schools are an important setting where play interventions can be employed to protect children against the deleterious effects of stress by promoting social emotional and self-regulatory skills.100 Teachers working with children who have experienced abuse and neglect can recognize opportunities to engage children using simple play
sequences based on children’s spontaneous play to help children build attachment, impulse control, interpersonal effectiveness, and a sense of enjoyment.  

Furthermore, researchers have found that training teachers in play therapy facilitation can increase teachers’ empathic responses toward students and decrease child behavior problems. Although not trained therapists, teachers can use playful techniques to help alleviate their own and students’ stress as well as improve the overall relationship. Teachers also have an important role in referring students to other professional services that can employ play approaches. 

Researchers have also argued that professional school counselors and therapists have an important role in identifying children who are coping with trauma, assisting them through appropriate interventions, and providing referrals to services and other networks for further support. School counselors can be a point of contact to help diagnose and respond to the needs of trauma survivors and employ play interventions that emphasize familiar materials and environments to help establish safety and sense of ownership for children who have experienced loss and trauma. 

As discussed in the previous section on play in health care settings, nurses, doctors, child life specialists, and other health care professionals have an important role in the system of care and community services that can employ play to support children cope with stress. Along with teachers and school staff, pediatricians, mental health professionals, and medical staff at hospitals and clinics can utilize playful approaches in their interactions with children and their families to help them cope with daily as well as acute stressors.

**Implications for research and practice**

Evidence demonstrates that playful activities and interventions support the development of regulatory abilities and coping strategies that are essential in responding appropriately to stress. The research further suggests that play, including play therapies, can help children learn to cope with adversity and traumatic events. Importantly, adults have a critical role in creating and fostering the kinds of playful experiences, opportunities, and interactions that support children’s ability to respond adaptively to challenges and can themselves benefit from facilitating and engaging in these playful interactions. 

To continue to build on the existing evidence, further research should investigate the cultural dimensions of playful approaches to address the needs of children from diverse backgrounds, especially in conflict and crisis contexts. Furthermore, although the mounting evidence is strong, there are still relatively few studies that establish the mechanisms that help explain the relationship between play interventions and the positive outcomes for children in a variety of adverse circumstances. Addressing questions about dosage and implementation will better inform which programs and approaches are better suited to respond to the needs of children in different circumstances. Relatedly, valid and reliable measures of play and related coping strategies—especially ones that can be used by service providers in the field—are sorely needed to target and evaluate interventions. Finally, given the important role of adults in facilitating children’s play, it is critical to investigate caregivers’, teachers’, and other professionals’ well-being and coping as well as the possible positive effects that playful interactions may have on adults.
In practice, supporting children’s coping through play requires building the knowledge and capabilities of caregivers, professionals, and communities to incorporate play into children’s lives and spaces. It requires enhancing infrastructure and policies that prioritize play as a form of learning for children faced with stress in daily situations and during adverse circumstances. And similarly to the gaps in research, it necessitates culturally responsive approaches to implementing learning through play interventions and therapies that acknowledge the histories and perspectives of children and their families.

**Characteristics of learning through play**

With all of this information, it may be helpful to have some guidelines about how to create playful learning experiences in the work you do with children and caregivers, teachers, and healthcare professionals. When designing experiences that promote learning and foster coping strategies, consider the five characteristics of learning through play. Children are engaged in learning through play when an activity is (1) experienced as joyful, (2) helps children find meaning in what they are doing or learning, (3) involves active, engaged, minds-on thinking (4) involves iterative thinking (e.g., experimentation, hypothesis testing), and (5) involves social interaction (the most powerful resource humans have). In situations of high stress, children experience joy when they use their imagination, move their bodies, play games, dance, laugh, and sing. By inviting them to create their own storylines and explore their hopes and fears through art and storytelling makes learning through play authentic and meaningful and can provide a sense of agency over their learning. By solving challenging puzzles, constructing with a variety of materials, and exploring their physical environment, children are engaged in active and iterative thinking. And importantly, when playing with peers and caregivers, children learn to manage their emotions and behaviors through social interactions. We recognize that these characteristics may ebb and flow throughout a play experience and that all five do not have to be consistently present to be considered a learning through play activity. However, caregivers, educators, and practitioners can use these five characteristics to plan learning through play experiences that support children in coping with stress.
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